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Déardaoin, 4 Iúil, 2019
Thursday, 4th July, 2019

9.30 a.m.

ORD GNÓ
ORDER OF BUSINESS

1. An Bille um Chomhairle na mBreithiúna, 2017 [Seanad] — An Dara Céim.
Judicial Council Bill 2017 [Seanad] — Second Stage.

60. An Bille Leasa Shóisialaigh (Forálacha Ilghnéitheacha) (Leasú), 2017 — An Dara Céim 
(vótáil a cuireadh siar).

Social  Welfare  (Miscellaneous  Provisions)  (Amendment)  Bill  2017  —  Second  Stage 
(postponed division).

230. (l) Tairiscint maidir le Meabhair-Shláinte (vótáil a cuireadh siar).
(a) Motion re Mental Health (postponed division).

231. (l) Tairiscint maidir le Lárionad Poist Chorcaí (vótáil a cuireadh siar).
(a) Motion re Cork Mail Centre (postponed division).

16. Tairiscint maidir leis an Tuarascáil maidir leis na Coimircithe Cúirte.
Motion re Report on the Wards of Court.

FÓGRA I dTAOBH GNÓ NUA
NOTICE OF NEW BUSINESS

7a. An Bille Cróinéirí (Leasú), 2018 — Leasuithe ón Seanad.
Coroners (Amendment) Bill 2018 — Amendments from the Seanad.

58a. An Bille fán mBinse um CervicalCheck, 2019 — Ordú don Tuarascáíl.
CervicalCheck Tribunal Bill 2019 — Order for Report.

P.T.O.
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                                                    I dTOSACH GNÓ PHOIBLÍ 
AT THE COMMENCEMENT OF PUBLIC BUSINESS

Billí ón Seanad: Bills from the Seanad

1. An Bille um Chomhairle na mBreithiúna, 2017 [Seanad] — An Dara Céim.
Judicial Council Bill 2017 [Seanad] — Second Stage.

7a. An Bille Cróinéirí (Leasú), 2018 — Leasuithe ón Seanad.
Coroners (Amendment) Bill 2018 — Amendments from the Seanad.

Fógraí Tairisceana: Notices of Motions

16.  “Go dtabharfaidh  Dáil  Éireann dá haire 
an Tuarascáil ón gComhchoiste um Dhlí agus 
Ceart  agus  Comhionannas  dar  teideal 
‘Tuarascáil maidir leis na Coimircithe Cúirte’ 
ar  leagadh  cóipeanna  di  faoi  bhráid  Dháil 
Éireann an 22 Feabhra 2018.

That  Dáil  Éireann  shall  take  note  of  the 
Report of the Joint Committee on Justice and 
Equality  entitled  ‘Report  on  the  Wards  of 
Court’, copies of which were laid before Dáil 
Éireann on 22nd February, 2018.”

—Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin,
Chairman of the Joint Committee on Justice and Equality.

[18 April, 2019]

ORDUITHE AN LAE
ORDERS OF THE DAY

58a. An Bille fán mBinse um CervicalCheck, 2019 — Ordú don Tuarascáíl.
CervicalCheck Tribunal Bill 2019 — Order for Report.

GNÓ COMHALTAÍ PRÍOBHÁIDEACHA
PRIVATE MEMBERS' BUSINESS

Gnó a ordaíodh (vótáil a cuireadh siar):
Business ordered (postponed division):

60. An Bille Leasa Shóisialaigh (Forálacha Ilghnéitheacha) (Leasú), 2017 — An Dara Céim 
(vótáil a cuireadh siar).

Social  Welfare  (Miscellaneous  Provisions)  (Amendment)  Bill  2017  —  Second  Stage 
(postponed division).

Tairiscint (vótáíl a cuireadh siar):
Motion (postponed division):

230. “That Dáil Éireann:

welcomes:

— the  recent  annual  report  of  the  Mental  Health  Commission  and  the  report  of  the 
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Inspector of Mental Health Services;

— the comprehensive nature of the reports and their contribution to building a culture of 
transparency in mental health services; and

— the recognition and reporting given to improvements, as well as deficits, within the  
services monitored;

notes:

— the  findings  and  warnings  from the  Mental  Health  Commission  which  highlight 
significant governance and management deficit within mental health services;

— concerns about seclusion, physical restraint and services for young people;

— likely obstacles to the registration of some of the country’s in-patient mental health  
units without significant improvements in levels of compliance;

— a serious concern with hygiene and maintenance in a significant number of approved 
centres;

— mental health services where the degree of dirtiness and shabbiness is unacceptable  
and shows disrespect for patients’ dignity;

— that 70 per cent of approved centres (in-patient mental health services registered by 
the Mental Health Commission) remained dirty, malodorous and poorly maintained;

— that a number of centres remained unsuitable and not fit for purpose;

— that  a significant  number  of approved centres  have,  on a consistent  and sustained 
basis, failed to provide the most basic and fundamental aspects of a service;

— that more than 40 per cent of approved centres were non-compliant on the need for 
individual care plans; and

— that  residents  in  long-term  care  are  not  being  adequately  monitored  for  serious  
physical illness and there was widespread lack of access to essential healthcare such  
as physiotherapy, speech and language therapy, dietetics and seating assessments;

further notes that:

— the  Mental  Health  Commission  annual  report  also  highlighted  ongoing  concerns 
around child and adolescent mental health services;

— while  the  total  number  of  admissions  of  people  under  the  age of  18  to  approved 
centres  in  2018 was  408 (down from 439 in 2017),  there  were  84  admissions  of 
children and adolescents to 18 adult units during the year;

— children and young people in crisis are left with the unacceptable ‘choice’ between an 
emergency department,  general  hospital,  children’s  hospital,  or  an adult  in-patient 
unit;

— there are only Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) units in three  
counties – Dublin, Cork and Galway – and they generally do not take out-of-hours  
admissions; and

— in April 2019 the number of CAMHS clinical staff nationwide stood at 57 per cent of  
the level recommended by A Vision for Change;

agrees that:

— while policy creates hope, the evidence gathered by the Mental Health Commission 
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indicates that it is only well-governed, well-managed and well-resourced services that  
deliver for the public;

— the  absence  of  regulation  of  State-provided  mental  health  community  residences  
leaves residents open to the risk of abuse;

— there is no justification for some of the low levels of compliance evidenced in the 
Inspector of Mental Health Services’ report;

— there are significant  governance and management deficits within our mental health  
services;

— it is difficult to see how some of the lowest compliant centres could be registered in 
the future without significant improvement;

— hope  and  dignity  are  key elements  of  any  mental  health  service  and  that  not  all  
approved centres are providing that, either through the service itself, or the physical  
buildings in which they operate;

— it  is  necessary  to  respect  the  wishes  of  service  users  and  their  families/carers  in  
facilities  such  as  the  Rosalie  community  psychiatric  unit  in  Castlerea,  Co.  
Roscommon;

— a planned,  costed and funded capital  investment  programme is required to bring a  
significant  number  of Health Service  Executive (HSE) buildings up to date,  make 
them fit for purpose and ensure that they are registrable;

— the placement of any child in any adult unit indicates a gap in service provision; and

— a child or adolescent’s first introduction to mental health care should not be through a 
service or building which is not specifically equipped to deal with their needs; and

calls for:

— a system of governance that drives best practice across the whole country;

— measures to ensure that the specialist in-patient approved centres are up to standard;

— the  continued  movement  of  the  treatment  and  recovery  model  to  specialist  
professional community care;

— the introduction of a system of regulation to protect the more than 1,200 people who 
live in State-provided mental health community residences;

— adult safeguarding regulation to be put on a primary legislative basis;

— a planned,  costed and funded capital  investment  programme to bring a  significant  
number of HSE buildings up to date, make them fit for purpose and ensure that they 
are registrable;

— an urgent implementation strategy to ensure that the CAMHS services provided match 
what is recommended under A Vision for Change;

— the recognition of the rights of 16 and 17 year olds to have the equivalent say over 
their mental health as they currently do over their physical health;

— the establishment of a national advocacy service on a statutory footing for adults and 
children under eighteen;

— the establishment of a statutory right for patients to information on their treatment;

— the updating of the Mental  Health Act 2001 in line with the Report of the Expert 
Group on the Review of the Mental Health Act 2001 and to include guiding principles  
for children; and
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— the right of involuntary patients to have any advance healthcare directives respected.”  
—  James Browne, Bobby Aylward, John Brassil, Declan Breathnach, Mary Butler,  
Thomas  Byrne,  Jackie  Cahill,  Dara  Calleary,  Pat  Casey,  Shane  Cassells,  Jack  
Chambers,  Lisa  Chambers,  Niall  Collins,  Barry  Cowen,  John  Curran,  Stephen  
Donnelly,  Timmy Dooley,  Sean Fleming,  Pat  the  Cope Gallagher,  Seán Haughey,  
John  Lahart,  James  Lawless,  Marc  MacSharry,  Micheál  Martin,  Charlie  
McConalogue,  Michael  McGrath,  John McGuinness,  Aindrias  Moynihan,  Michael  
Moynihan,  Eugene  Murphy,  Margaret  Murphy  O'Mahony,  Darragh  O'Brien,  Jim  
O'Callaghan, Éamon Ó Cuív, Willie O'Dea, Kevin O'Keeffe, Fiona O'Loughlin, Frank  
O'Rourke,  Anne  Rabbitte,  Eamon  Scanlon,  Brendan  Smith,  Niamh  Smyth,  Robert  
Troy.

[2 July, 2019]
Leasuithe: 
 Amendments:

1. To insert the following after “advance healthcare directives respected;”:

“— the  reinstatement  of  the  post  of  National  Director  for  Mental  Health  to  provide 
accountability, transparency and strong national leadership for mental health;

— the  development  of  an  information  system for  mental  health,  starting  with  basic 
indicators so that outcomes can be tracked and monitored;

— a statutory footing for the right to a care plan;

— the  publication,  before  the  end of  2019,  of  a  costed  implementation  plan  for  the 
provision of 24/7 CAMHS;

— no freeze on recruitment or overtime for psychiatrists, nurses, psychologists and other 
essential staff;

— an immediate commencement of the Mental Health (Amendment) Act 2018 in whole 
or in part so that people’s basic rights are protected; and

— an  immediate  commencement  of  the  sections  of  the  Assisted  Decision-Making 
(Capacity) Act 2015, relating to Advance Healthcare Directives and the extension of  
that  right,  through  new  legislation,  to  involuntary  patients.”  (resumed)  —  Pat 
Buckley, Gerry Adams, John Brady, Seán Crowe, David Cullinane, Pearse Doherty,  
Dessie Ellis, Martin Ferris, Kathleen Funchion, Martin Kenny, Mary Lou McDonald,  
Denise Mitchell,  Imelda Munster, Jonathan O'Brien, Eoin Ó Broin, Caoimhghín Ó  
Caoláin,  Donnchadh Ó Laoghaire,  Louise  O'Reilly,  Aengus  Ó Snodaigh,  Maurice  
Quinlivan, Brian Stanley.

2. (a) To insert the following after “dietetics and seating assessments;”:

“— that according to the World Health Organization (WHO) in 2014, social inequalities 
are  associated  with  higher  rates  of  mental  health  difficulties,  with  more  unequal 
societies experiencing greater rates of mental health distress; and

— over 90 per cent of mental health needs can be successfully treated within a primary  
care setting;”;

(b) To insert the following after “level recommended by A Vision for Change;”:

“— according to a 2014 WHO report, suicide remains the biggest cause of death among 
young people in Ireland aged between 15 and 24;

P.T.O.
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— the 2018 interim report of the National Suicide Research Foundation acknowledges 
that young people across the country are experiencing unprecedented levels of anxiety 
and stress in their everyday lives;

— only 11 counties  in the State  have out-of-hours mental  health  support  services  for 
children; and

— spending on the delivery of mental health services was only 6 per cent of the total  
health budget in Budget 2019, which is comparatively lower than in countries with  
better developed and better  performing mental health systems such as Sweden, the 
Netherlands, Germany and the United Kingdom which spend between 11-13 per cent 
respectively;”; and

(c) To insert the following after “best practice across the whole country;”:

“— a paradigm shift in the delivery of mental health services from an over-reliance on  
delayed, reactive and comparatively expensive acute services to an increased support  
for cost-effective proactive, integrated and community based early interventions;

— the  Government  to  proactively  engage  in  the  prevention  of  mental  ill-health,  as 
opposed to  its  current  symptomatic  response,  through the promotion  of economic,  
social and environmental policies which holistically support and prioritise the long-
term wellbeing of society over short-term economic growth measures;

— the  Government  to  acknowledge spending on mental  health,  particularly spending 
which  is  focused  on  the  promotion  of  positive  mental  health  and  primary  level  
interventions,  as  an investment  in the  prevention  of  mental  health  difficulties  and 
societal wellbeing rather than a pure economic cost;

— the  Government  to  ensure  that  as  part  of  Budget  2020,  funding  of  mental  health  
services as a proportion of the total health budget raises from 6 per cent to 8.24 per 
cent in line with A Vision for Change; and

— a streamlined, free referral service between different providers (voluntary, public and  
private) both within and between adult and child mental  health services;” —  Alan 
Kelly, Brendan Howlin, Joan Burton, Jan O'Sullivan, Willie Penrose, Brendan Ryan,  
Sean Sherlock.

Tairiscint (vótáíl a cuireadh siar):
Motion (postponed division):

231. “That Dáil Éireann:

notes:

— the decision by An Post to close the Cork mail centre by March 2020 with the loss of  
240 jobs;

— the devastating effect  this  decision  will  have on the  workers  concerned and their  
families; and

— the negative effect this will have on the local economy in the short-, medium-, and  
long- term;

further notes:

— the Government’s  Project  Ireland 2040 and National  Development  Plan targets  to 
make Cork the fastest growing city in Ireland for the next two decades with a 2040 
population of 320,000-360,000; and
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— the dissonance between such targets and a decision to shut down a mail centre in the  
heart of this area;

recognises:

— the  opportunities  presented  to  An Post  by the  rapid  growth  in  demand  for  parcel  
delivery services; and

— that this increase in demand has already resulted in a 60 per cent growth in demand 
for An Post parcel delivery services in the last two years; and

calls on the Government to:

— instruct An Post to reverse this decision; and

— instruct An Post to enter negotiations with the workers’ trade union representatives to 
draw up a plan by 1st January,  2020, to expand An Post’s parcel delivery services 
without  resorting  to  job  losses.”  —  Mick  Barry,  Ruth  Coppinger,  Paul  Murphy,  
Richard Boyd Barrett, Gino Kenny, Bríd Smith.

[2 July, 2019]
Leasuithe: 
Amendments:

1. To insert the following after “without resorting to job losses.”:

“— accelerate the modernisation of the post office network; and

 — expand the number of over-the-counter services provided at the post office.” — Brian 
Stanley,  Gerry  Adams,  John  Brady,  Pat  Buckley,  Seán  Crowe,  David  Cullinane,  
Pearse  Doherty,  Dessie  Ellis,  Martin  Ferris,  Kathleen  Funchion,  Martin  Kenny,  
Mary Lou McDonald, Denise Mitchell, Imelda Munster, Jonathan O'Brien, Eoin Ó  
Broin, Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin, Donnchadh Ó Laoghaire, Louise O'Reilly, Aengus Ó  
Snodaigh, Maurice Quinlivan.

2. (a) To insert the following after “the short-, medium-, and long-term;”:

“— of the 240 people working at the Cork mail centre, up to two-thirds are employed on a  
part-time basis;”; and

(b) To delete all words after “calls on the Government to:” and substitute the following:

“— ensure the immediate publication of the McKinsey report, which advised An Post on 
the future of its business, in order to transparently establish the supposed grounds for 
the closure of Cork mail centre;

— stress to An Post the importance of prioritising voluntary severance for permanent 
staff based in the mail centre and also in other areas of An Post, in order to maximise 
redeployment opportunities;

— instruct  An Post  to  maintain  the  current  pay and conditions,  as  well  as  providing 
adequate  re-skilling,  where  necessary,  of  affected  workers  who  are  subsequently 
redeployed within the company;

— ensure that An Post provides enhanced severance terms and addresses any pension 
implications in the event of compulsory redundancies; and

— recognise the precarious circumstance of those temporary workers employed at Cork 
mail centre and to demand that An Post provide generous ex-gratia payments to those 
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affected upon release.” — Sean Sherlock, Brendan Howlin, Joan Burton, Alan Kelly,  
Jan O'Sullivan, Willie Penrose, Brendan Ryan.

3. To delete all words after “Dáil Éireann” and substitute the following:

“recognises that:

— An Post is a commercial State company with its own Board and a mandate to deliver a  
postal delivery service, and a viable post office and mails centre network;

— staff in the Cork mail centre have delivered a consistently high level of performance 
over the years and have given great service to An Post;

— the impact of email and other forms of online communication on mail volumes have 
presented significant challenges to the existing postal business model, with the Cork 
mail centre operating at 25 per cent capacity and, in response, the An Post Board has 
put in place a strategic plan to transform the company in both the mails and retail  
business;

— An Post  needs to reduce its  letter  processing capacity in line with global  industry  
trends, and switch investment into its eCommerce/parcels network to ensure the future 
sustainability of the company;

— the  closure  of  a  mail  centre  was  considered  by  the  Labour  Court  in  its  
recommendation of September 2017, which provides that 50 per cent of the savings  
arising from the closure  of  a  mails  processing  centre  will  contribute  towards  pay 
awards in An Post; and

— continued transformation of the postal business will be difficult but the new changes 
will allow An Post to continue to be financially sustainable and in a position to avail  
of opportunities in the digital/eCommerce environment;

notes that:

— An  Post  has  committed  that  all  staff  will  be  offered  strong  exit  packages,  
redeployment opportunities within An Post’s delivery and post office networks in the 
Cork area, further education grants and support in securing jobs with new employers;

— An Post is engaged with the Communications Workers’ Union (CWU) to ensure the 
best possible outcome for affected staff and has indicated that it will continue to work 
with the CWU in addressing all issues that may arise;

— An Post plans to invest over €15 million in parcels infrastructure across Cork City and  
the wider region over the next three years and that a major parcel delivery centre for  
Cork will open by 2022;

— An Post employs over 9,000 staff, continues to have a strong regional focus and will  
still employ almost 1,000 people in the Cork area;

— the Government has taken significant action to ensure the future viability of An Post  
and  secure  the  future  of  the  company,  and  these  actions  have  resulted  in  a  
restructuring of the company,  expansion of services in the post office network and 
have protected thousands of jobs in the postal sector across the country;

— a  Government  investment  of  €30  million  was  secured  for  An  Post  in  order  to 
safeguard the five days a week mail delivery service (€15 million) and to protect post  
office counter services (€15 million); and

— the  Government  continues  to  provide  significant  business  to  An Post  through the 
Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection social welfare contract and 
National Treasury Management Agency business; and
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commits the Government to:

— ensure that all relevant State supports will be made available to the workers impacted  
by this announcement; and

— monitor the An Post commitments to invest in the Cork area and the ongoing delivery 
of its  strategic  plan.” (resumed) —  An tAire  Cumarsáide,  Gníomhaithe ar son na  
hAeráide agus Comhshaoil.

TEACHTAIREACHTAÍ ÓN RIALTAS 
 MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNMENT

An Bille um Chomhairle na mBreithiúna, 2017 [Seanad].
Judicial Council Bill 2017 [Seanad].

For the purpose of Article 17.2 of the Constitution the Government recommend that it is 
expedient  to  authorise  such  payments  out  of  moneys  provided  by the  Oireachtas  as  are  
necessary to give effect to any Act of the present session to provide for the establishment of  
a body to be known as Comhairle na mBreithiúna or, in the English language, the Judicial  
Council; to provide for its functions and for related matters.

Given on this 2nd day of July, 2019

(Signed) Leo Varadkar,
An Taoiseach

An Bille  um Cháilíochtaí  agus Dearbhú Cáilíochta (Oideachas agus Oiliúint)  (Leasú),  
2018 [Seanad].

Qualifications and Quality Assurance (Education and Training) (Amendment) Bill 2018 
[Seanad].

For the purpose of Article 17.2 of the Constitution, the Government recommend that it is 
expedient  to  authorise  such  payments  out  of  moneys  provided  by the  Oireachtas  as  are  
necessary  to  give  effect  to  any  Act  of  the  present  session  to  amend  and  extend  the 
Qualifications and Quality Assurance (Education and Training) Act 2012; for that purpose to 
make fresh provision concerning the means by which an award’s status, with reference to the 
National Framework of Qualifications, may be established and, to that end, to provide for 
the  establishment  of  a  category of  awarding bodies,  exclusive  of  the  Qualifications  and 
Quality Assurance Authority of Ireland or certain other persons, which shall be known as 
“listed awarding bodies”; to provide, as a condition precedent for provisions of that Act to  
be invoked by providers falling within a certain category (or intending such providers), for a  
requirement that criteria specified in regulations, to be made by the Minister for Education  
and  Skills,  must  be  met,  including  criteria  for  the  purpose  of  affording  a  reasonable  
assurance  to  the  foregoing  Authority  that  a  foregoing  provider  has  the  capacity  and 
capability to provide programmes of education and training consistent with the requirements  
of that Act; to provide for the establishment of a fund which shall be known as “Protection  
of Enrolled Learners Fund”, into which an annual charge by certain providers must be paid 
and from which moneys may, in cases of default in delivery of certain programmes, be paid 
so to enable enrolled learners complete the programme concerned or so as to be used for  
certain  other  purposes;  to  make  further  provision  regarding  authorisation  to  use  the 
international education mark; to add to the cases in which a provider may be authorised to  
describe itself as a “university” and, for that purpose, to amend the Universities Act 1997; 
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and to provide for related matters.

Given on this 2nd day of July, 2019

(Signed) Leo Varadkar,
An Taoiseach

SCRÍBHINNÍ A LEAGADH FAOI BHRÁID NA dTITHE

DOCUMENTS LAID BEFORE THE HOUSES1

Reachtúil Statutory

Tairiscint Ceadaithe ag Teastáil Requiring Motion of Approval

Níl  aon scríbhinn  á  leagan faoin  gCatagóir 
seo

None

In-neamhnithe le Tairiscint Open to Motion to Annul

Rialacháin  an  Aontais  Eorpaigh  (Sásraí 
Réitigh um Dhíospóidí  Cánach),  2019 (I.R. 
Uimh. 306 de 2019.

European  Union  (Tax  Dispute  Resolution 
Mechanisms) Regulations 2019 (S.I. No. 306 
of 2019).

Eile Other

An  tAcht  um  Phost-Phaicéid  agus 
Teachtaireachtaí  Teileachumarsáide  a 
Thascradh  (Rialáil),  1993  Alt  8(1)  arna 
ionadú  leis  an  Acht  Cumarsáide  (Sonraí  a 
Choimeád),  2011,  Alt  11:  Tuarascáil  don 
Taoiseach.  Ráiteas  de  bhun  Alt  8(7)  den 
Acht. [Dar dáta an 1 Iúil 2019].

Interception  of  Postal  Packets  and 
Telecommunications  Messages  (Regulation) 
Act 1993, Section 8(1) as substituted by the 
Communications  (Retention  of  Data)  Act 
2011,  Section  11:  Report  to  the  Taoiseach. 
Statement pursuant to Section 8(7) of the Act.
[Dated 1 July, 2019]. 

Tuarascáil  ón  mBreitheamh  Ainmnithe  de 
bhun  Alt  8(2)  den  Acht  um Post-Phaicéid 
agus  Teachtaireachtaí  Teileachumarsáide  a 
Thascradh (Rialáil),  1993 agus Alt 12(1)(c) 
den Acht Cumarsáide (Sonraí a Choimeád), 
2011. [Dar dáta an 24 Meitheamh 2019].

Report  of  the  Designated  Judge  pursuant  to 
Section  8(2)  of  the  Interception  of  Postal 
Packets  and  Telecommunications  Messages 
(Regulation)  Act  1993  and  Section  12(1)(c) 
of  the  Communications  (Retention  of  Data) 
Act 2011. [Dated 24 June, 2019]. 

An Garda Síochána.  An Plean Póilíneachta 
Bliantúil, 2019.

An  Garda  Síochána.  Annual  Policing  Plan, 
2019. 

An Garda Síochána. Misean agus Straitéise, 
2019 – 2021.

An  Garda  Síochána.  Mission  and  Strategy, 
2019 – 2021. 

1 I gcás nach leagtar scríbhinn ach faoi bhráid aon Teach amháin, cuirfear (D) – Dáil nó (S) – Seanad ina 
diaidh dá réir sin.
 Where a document is laid before one House only it will be appended with (D) – Dáil or (S) – Seanad  
accordingly.
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Seirbhís  Fuilaistriúcháin  na  hÉireann.  Na 
Ráitis Airgeadais don bhliain dar chríoch an 
31 Nollaig 2018.

Irish  Blood  Transfusion  Service.  Financial 
Statements for the year ended 31st December, 
2018.

Gníomhaireacht  Bainistíochta  an  Chisteáin 
Náisiúnta.  Ráitis  Airgeadais  Chiste  Escrow 
Apple, Éire don tréimhse dar chríoch an 31 
Nollaig 2018.

National  Treasury  Management  Agency. 
Financial  Statements  of  the  Ireland  Apple 
Escrow  Fund  for  the  period  ended  31 
December, 2018.

Togra le haghaidh Cinneadh ón gComhairle 
maidir leis an seasamh a bheidh le glacadh, 
thar  ceann  an  Aontais  Eorpaigh,  i 
gComhchoiste  LEE  i  dtaca  le  leasú  ar 
Phrótacal 31 a ghabhann le Comhaontú LEE, 
maidir  le  comhoibriú  i  réimsí  sonracha 
lasmuigh de na ceithre shaoirse mar aon le 
nóta faisnéise míniúcháin.
COM (2019) 245.

Proposal  for  a  Council  Decision  on  the 
position  to  be  adopted,  on  behalf  of  the 
European  Union,  within  the  EEA  Joint 
Committee  concerning  an  amendment  to 
Protocol  31  to  the  EEA  Agreement,  on 
cooperation in specific fields outside the four 
freedoms  together  with  explanatory 
information note.

COM (2019) 245.

Neamhreachtúil Non-Statutory

Tithe  an  Oireachtais.  An  Conradh  ar  an 
Aontas  Eorpach:  Doiciméid  a  fuarthas  de 
bhun an Phrótacail maidir le ról Parlaimintí 
Náisiúnta san Aontas Eorpach, 26 Samhain – 
2 Nollaig 2018.

Houses of the Oireachtas. Treaty on European 
Union:  Documents  received  pursuant  to 
Protocol  on the role of National  Parliaments 
in  the  European  Union,  26  November  –  2 
December, 2018.

An  tOrdú  um  an  Acht  Árachais  Sláinte 
(Leasú) (Tosach Feidhme), 2019 (I.R. Uimh. 
307 de 2019).

Health  Insurance  (Amendment)  Act  2018 
(Commencement)  Order  2019 (S.I.  NO. 307 
of 2019).

Tithe  an  Oireachtais.  An  Comhchoiste  um 
Dhlí  agus  Ceart  agus  Comhionannas. 
Tuarascáil  maidir  le  Grinnscrúdú  ar  an 
mBille um Chosaint Idirnáisiúnta (Athaontú 
Teaghlaigh) (Leasú), 2017 [BCP]. Iúil 2019.

Houses of the Oireachtas. Joint Committee on 
Justice  and  Equality.  Report  on  Scrutiny of 
the  International  Protection  (Family 
Reunification)  (Amendment)  Bill  2017 
[PMB]. July, 2019.

P.T.O.
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